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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stuart SlideWe all have very different business goals and objectivesWe may sit in Security or IT where we want to know about technical data what is where, who uses it, when it was last updatedWe may sit in Finance / Procurement  where we want to know how much something costs, who is responsible for itWe may sit in licensing / Governance where we want to know what risk and liability are associated with somethingWe may sit in ITAM where we want to know everything!We might be an SHI rep and we want to know how best we can support or customer to best meet their business goals
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30,000 Seat 
Global 

Organization

30 Separate IT 
Organisations 

Decentralised 
Procurement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pete SlideInternational client with over 30,000 seats30 separate IT Organizations running independentlyProcurement done from multiple locationsImagine for a moment the challenge of trying to manage that daunting task



Customer Story

ITAM Practice IT Department

The Desktop Refresh Project

Better ROI Customer 
Satisfaction Security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stuart Slide Customer had an ITAM practice running within their organization which primarily focused around collecting inventory and reporting software compliance. As part of the inventory they ran an SHI tool called JDisc which included in the masses of valuable data it collected the warranty data where it from the manufacturer. At the same time another part of the organization's IT department was running a desktop refresh program to move towards a modern ways of working agenda.By taking the ITAM data set of warranty data (which had not being recorded in their CMDB previously) the refresh program was able to focus on assets which were out of warranty first rather than just replacing on a first come first served bases. This of course pleased the finance department as it meant better ROI on those assets still under warranty, increased CSAT as the end users with the older PCs got them replaced first and of course security were pleased as the higher risk assets were removed from the estate.Does this sound familiar? How do you manage desktop refresh?



Data Business IntelligenceData

The What

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stuart SlideWe collect lots of data and our objective is to transform this into BI



Why is this so difficult?

Business
Intelligence

Wrong 
Insights

Missing 
Data

Unused 
Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pete SlideWrong insights – we captured the data, but it's just not the RIGHT data to address the business goals; further, we may not have the talent bandwidth or the skills needed to be able to transform the data into BIMissing data – data may be incorrectly captured, or we do not have the ability to pull from multiple sources and combine themUnused data – lots of stored data but minimal used which creates a disjointed view between the data consumers and the technology providersAll these problem interact with each other compounding the over all issue. 



Tech/ 
Digital Business External People

Various Data Sources

Tech/ 
Digital Business External People

Data 
Warehouse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stuart SlideAssuring your data is captured properly is often job#1 at any organization – all business decisions are based on data so it has to be good dataDiscuss traditional and none traditional data sourcesTech/Digital - The importance of using multiple sources to validate data – example taking an list of assets from AD, finance, and network discovery – value of data goes up the more sources it is identified inData is not just held locally as business we like to compare ourselves against the industry so external reference points are neededWhether the data is coming from internal systems or from 3rd Party external systems the right strategy tools and approach should be applied and practiced to assure the rest of your investment are operating with the right data inputs
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Directory Security Network 

Discovery

Missing Data
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IMEI No. IMEI No. IMEI No.

Unused Data
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Customer 
Mistakes

Cross check?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stuart SlideQuestion to the room – how many organizations can say their AD data is correct with all assets and users correctly accounted for in there.How many people cross match inventory, configuration, CMDB to their AD data?Just because you can collect it does not mean you should collect itThis is a follow on slide from the previous looking to explore the multiple data sources for something as simple as a list of computer assets. We can take a list of assets from many places typically an organisation would use Active Directory for a targeted approach and a network scan for a discovery approach both having merit but on their own can both have issues.1.Active directory will typically include assets which should have been decommissioned a long time ago so you are hunting for assets that no longer exist, network discovery relies on the asset being connected to the network and available at the point of scan. If we combine these approaches with a third source such as managed devices from a security tool we can cross reference and validate our data and therefore able to turn it into BI.So how has this transformed from data to BI? We now have a use for the data that has value to the business… we can use our network inventory to identify assets that might not have the security software deployed or are rouge devices and by definition security threats to our estate. By taking the security tool and network inventory we can identify assets with active directory that should be investigated further and potentially retired.If your IT equipment is maintained by a third party how do you know you are being billed for the correct amount of assets. I worked with a local authority in the UK where their outsource (a rather large global provider) was over charging by nearly 20% based on the fact the customer was unable to challenge he asset count till they brought asset management back in house. As technology people we are always driven by data we want to know as much as we can about as many things as we can. Many ITAM tools will collect masses of data not because it is required but because they can and we think that data has value and we call it BI and we should report on it.2.Let’s look at a quick example… some inventory tools will bring back IMEI number of the SIM card reader built into a laptop is this good data yes of course there could be that small occasion when you need to report the device stolen to the cellular network and have it blocked, is this good BI probably not. How would you put context to this data to turn it to something that visually tells senior management something.A common mistake we see is that people want to see all of their data within a BI platform.Let’s keep in mind our objective from an ITAM perspective is to obtain management buy in and to support other functions within the business to come along on our ITAM journey.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pete SlideEarlier we saw the "What." Now let's take a look at the "How."So as we have spoken to already, data collection is great and it certainly has value, but we need context to turn that data into Business Intelligence. We need to link to direct business goals - that is the KEY: to have specific business goals… For example, we may think of a common traditional ITAM message of "license compliance" - but that does not mean it is a business goal. There is no organization whose stated business goal is to be software license compliant. Rather, this is an effect of efficient IT and procurement operation which allows the business to be dynamic and agile within the market space.



The cost 
of doing 
nothing?

Security

Efficiencies 

Financial 

Compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pete Slide – Let's look at the cost of doing nothing with our data. Here we are highlighting 4 specific areas which can have a significant cost of doing nothing.Security – we have a giant list of computers and the software deployed. ADD context of EOL dates = security risk BIEfficiencies – we have a list of devices with 3 different versions of Microsoft Excel. ADD context of software licensing data = BI to upgrade licenses to the latest versions on all machines at no additional costFinancial – we have a list of computer assets and when they were purchased + context of support costs = BI of additional unnecessary running costsCompliance – we have a list of software deployments + context of Product Use Rights + context of licenses agreements = Compliance risk BI



Customer Story
Over 4 Years Old

Repair Costs
200% Higher
Maintenance Costs
$515 Higher

Total Additional Cost Customer: $1,894,685

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stuart Slidelet explore the cost of doing nothing. With all this data we have collected..Previously we spoke about multiple data sources, each on their own has little value they fill up logs and get rarely looked at – very little housekeeping or security checks are done on them in most cases.If we take that data from our AD, security tool and cross defence it against the inventory data and procurement data and finally apply support costs as a context transforming it into BI we can see the following example.4+ year old PC can cost up to 2x more in repair plus $515 year in total maintenance costs than one under 4 years – image to this in play for a customer showing age of assets based on BIOS date, look To use Esterline same customer as initial story of warranty.9,761 Client devices of which 3,679 were older than 4 years which gives additional running costs of $1.9m per year and increasing. Suggest they are buying a new PC every 2 years when typically an organisation will finance them over 3 to 5 years



Data Insights Examples
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Data Insights Examples – Asset Details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pete SlideDemo of the asset dashboard,Filter device type of PC-DesktopScroll down to age of BIOSSelect assets older than 4 yearsExport list of assets from KPI



Data Insights Examples – SQL End of Life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pete SlideDemo of the Win-SQL Svr 2008, software reaching EOL July of this yearPoint out KPI totalsSelect PC-Desktop as Device TypeSelect Physical AssetsExport list of assets from KPI



Closing Thoughts

Business 
Manager

IT 
Manager

I want to 
make sure 

the lights stay on

I want 
dynamic + agile 

insights to 
make the right 

business 
decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about the data you are collecting, how are you going to add business context to turn that in to BI for your business



Thank you and Questions

Stuart Dicken
ITAM Data Quality Director

+ 1 732 993 9005

+44 (7931) 206 295

Stuart_Dicken@shi.com 
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ITAM Business Intelligence Designer

(512) 676-2208

(515) 991-7744
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